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Jantex Centrefeed Towel Dispenser GD836
Blue roll dispenser. Compatible with rolls DL921, DL920, CF970, GD834, GD833   View Product 

 Code : GD836

  
 53% OFF   Sale 

£57.35

£26.90 / exc vat
£32.28 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day delivery

 - Saturday Delivery - £19.99 + £19.99

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

A space saving centrefeed dispenser by Jantex,
designed for areas that require fast access to towels
such as commercial kitchens and care homes.

Attractive, hygienic and modular, in a contemporary
design.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 350 230 235

Cm 35 23 23.5

Inches
(approx)

13 9 9

 Tear-off mechanism reduces costly, environmentally

harmful paper wastage

 ABS material and rounded corners also make for

easy cleaning

 Large, translucent window makes checking stock

levels easy

 User-friendly design enables simple refilling

 Sleek design will blend into any kitchen, gym or

garage décor

 Dispenser can be easily mounted to your walls

 Versatile dispenser can be used with DL921, DL920,

CF970, GD834 and GD833 centrefeed rolls

 Maximum Roll Diameter: 205mm

 Due to unprecedented demand, the product you

receive may differ in design to the image shown

above

 Compact design helps to save valuable wall space

 Prevents contact with the rolls to keep them free from

contamination

 Sturdy ABS construction gives the dispenser great

durability

Material : Plastic
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